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InfoValue provides Interactive IPTV Portal Solution for Sandals Resorts
generate new revenues, increase occupancy rates, and
reduce operational expenses.
ELMSFORD, N.Y. — June 13, 2014. — InfoValue
Computing, Inc. (InfoValue), IPTV experts, today
announced their installation at the Sandals LaSource
Grenada Resort & Spa in St. George’s, Grenada. At the
premier luxury resort, guests now enjoy an advanced
in-room TV experience including HD Video-On-Demand
(VOD) and a full-featured interactive guest portal in all of
the hotel’s rooms and suites.
InfoValue collaborated with the Sandals Resorts’ team to
define and customize the next-generation TV experiences
that uniquely reflect their All Inclusive Caribbean market.
“We are extremely delighted to partner with Sandals
Resorts to provide the next generation in-room TV
experiences,” said Richard Chen, Senior Sales Executive at
InfoValue. “InfoValue’s interactive IPTV solution was
customized and fully integrated into Sandals operations to
further position Sandals LaSource as one of the most
luxurious resorts in the region.”
“The InfoValue SuiteTV system delivers the kind of quality
and scope of features guests demand for our in-room TV
experiences,” said Stuart Delapenha, Group IT Director of
Sandals Resorts. “Sandals LaSource Grenada was designed
with a very distinct character while providing guests with
the latest in luxury. InfoValue’s interactive IPTV Portal
system contributes to an outstanding experience for our
guests. Integrated guest photos, wedding photos, and spa
& tour booking are just a sample of the advanced
personalized services offered by SuiteTV.” Added Mr.
Delapenha, “We look forward to continuously expanding
SuiteTV to further promote our resort services using these
innovative features.”
InfoValue SuiteTV is a leading edge IPTV solution tailored
specifically for the hospitality industry. InfoValue SuiteTV
offers personalized guest services ranging from high-quality
HDTV VOD to network-based personal video recording
(nPVR), time-shifted television (TSTV), and a fully
integrated mobile instance. InfoValue SuiteTV is uniquely
positioned to support hotels in incorporating “quadruple
play” services — delivery of TV, video, voice, and data —
into their own service and information portal over the
converged IP network infrastructure to simultaneously

About InfoValue
Founded in 1994 and experts in providing comprehensive
IPTV platforms and solutions, InfoValue is recognized for
innovations and advances in IPTV technology that has set
the pace in performance, scalability and intelligence.
InfoValue QuickVideo™ IPTV platform is based on a
standards-compliant, open architecture that is optimized
with innovative, patented technologies. InfoValue
QuickVideo, which is currently being used by
telecommunication carriers, corporations, governments,
educational institutions, hospitality providers, and
broadcasters around the world, offers interactive
video-on-demand and video multicast capabilities, as well
as integrated video indexing, distributed video caching,
server clustering, and video service management
capabilities. InfoValue delivers turnkey IPTV solutions for
specific industries, including InfoValue SuiteTV for
hospitality, InfoValue BizTV for training and
communications, and InfoValue NextGenTV for residential
IPTV. InfoValue's corporate headquarters are located at 4
Westchester Plaza, Elmsford, NY 10523. More information
on InfoValue and its products and services is available at
www.infovalue.com, via e-mail at info@infovalue.com, or
by phone at (914) 345-5980.
Sandals Resorts:
With 15 stunning beachfront settings, Sandals Resorts has
earned a worldwide reputation for providing two people in
love with the most romantic vacation experience in the
Caribbean. Sandals Resorts welcomes guests to the islands
of Jamaica, Antigua, Saint Lucia, The Bahamas, Barbados
and Grenada with a myriad of exclusive amenities from
luxurious accommodations and Butler service to gourmet
specialty dining and premium wines and spirits. The
award-winning Sandals Resorts is also the perfect venue for
dream destination weddings, vow renewals, honeymoons,
or what Sandals Resorts has coined WeddingMoons®. For
more information on Sandals Resorts Luxury Included®
experience, please visit www.sandals.com
For more information on Sandals Resorts, please visit
www.sandals.com.

